
Biography of Lita B. Kaufman 

I am a graduate of Roy Engelbrecht’s Fight Promoter University where I learned the intricacies of 
Combat Sports promotions and the Combat Sports business from A-Z. Everything else was self-taught 
organically, through unwavering hard knocks, on a grassroots level.  

I feel it is my duty to give back to the community therefore I volunteer. I am a Certified USA Boxing 
Bronze Level Coach and a Level II Official (Judge and Referee). Additionally, I have a strong 
background in advocating for Women and Animals in crisis.  

My most recent accolades are my inductions into the following Halls of Fame/Honors: 

• 2022 USA Martial Arts Hall of Fame 
• 2022 Cynthia Rothrock Hall of Honors 
• 2022 International Martial Arts Hall of Honor – India 
• 2023 Action Martial Arts Hall of Honors 

 
Under my company, Clutch Combat Promotions, I was in the final stages of executing my first 
Professional Boxing Promotion event as a Licensed Combat Sports Promoter in Texas. Sadly, I had to 
cancel the show due to the devastating wrath of COVID.  

Licensed as a Second in Las Vegas, NV, I have worked several corners and tended cuts for both USA 
Boxing and Professional Boxing as well as worked as a Pro Matchmaker in Texas.  

I am also licensed in Nevada as a Boxing Manager and am taking on new fighters. Some of my prior 
roles include serving as a Trusted Advisor to several World Champions in their various personal and 
professional endeavors.  

As a Boxing Journalist/Writer, I enjoy reporting and photography ringside locally and nationally both 
Amateur and Pro. On that note, look for my Intimate Boxing Devotional Series in 2023. The series is a 
unique, and intimate, insider look into aspects of Boxing that lay people often do not have the 
privilege of experiencing and thus cannot comprehend its beauty.   

Also in 2023, I am completing the NASM-CPT Personal Training Curriculum and intend to become a 
Nevada Boxing Commission Inspector.  

When I am not ringside, you will catch me immersed in buying, selling, and financing Real Estate in a 
variety of states as a Licensed Real Estate Broker and Mortgage Broker.  

 


